Introduction
With the discovery of enhanced activity from the Leonid meteor shower in 1994 (Jenniskens, 1996) it became clear that the upcoming years already present a unique opportunity to study the dust distribution near the orbit of parent comet P Tempel-Tuttle. This includes measuring the meteoroid stream activity profiles from year to year, as well as measuring the orbital elements of individual particles in the stream. The dust component for the present meteor outbursts may well differ from that responsible for the Leonid storms (Yeomans, 1981 ; Jenniskens, 1996 ; Yeomans et al., 1996) and any information on the spatial distribution of dust will constrain numerical models on the formation and evolution of the Leonid meteor Williams, 1992, 1996 ; Brown and Jones. 1992) . Most useful for that purpose are precisely reduced orbits of individual particles.
Past observations of the Leonid shower during the perihelion returns of 1932 and 1966 have been hampered severely by bad weather in November and by the restricted visibility of meteor outbursts on the globe. These considerations led us to organize a dedicated observation campaign for the 1995 Leonid return at two sites on different continents with a reasonable chance of clear weather. This work is part of an ongoing effort to study meteor outbursts, which are significant enhancements of meteor rates above the normal annual activity that are associated with relatively recent cometary ejecta (Jenniskens, 1995a) .
Here we present the orbits and trajectories of 30 Leonid meteoroids that were measured during that campaign. These data provide the first precisely reduced orbital elements of Leonids that can be confidently associated with an outburst of the stream.
The photographic network
A four-station photographic network was emploved in the Based on accounts of the previous return of the comet in the 1960s (McIntosh and Millman. 1970) . the Leonid outburst of 1995 was expected to have a duration of close to a day and a peak rate of about 30 Leonids h -1 with a relatively high abundance of bright meteors (Jenniskens, 1996) .The Leonid shower would be visible for a period of 6 h at each site, and both sites together would cover the interval of 23 h UT until 12 h UT. This allows a more complete coverage of the meteor stream profile, but also increases the possibility that the peak of the event would be recorded bv one of the two stations. The networks were operated during the nights of November 16 and 17. while the European network was also operated during the nights of November 18-20.
The photographic data were reduced in much the same way as described in Betlem et al. (1997) . A novelty was that all photographic multi-station images were transferred to Kodak Photo-CD. A measuring program was developed that enables reducing these digital photographic images with 3 µm accuracy. resulting in the same overall accuracy as found from measurements on the negatives with the Jena Astrorecord measuring table (de Lignie. 1994 (de Lignie. , 1995 . This program allows a much faster reduction of photographic data. The astrometrical data are then further * reduced to derive orbital elements using the program FIR-BAL (Ceplecha, 1987) .
Results
The expedition was very successful. The Leonid stream peaked over Europe with a zenithal hourly rate of about 35 Leonids h -1 2-3 times the annual activity, and was rich in bright meteors (Brown, 1995 ; Jenniskens, 1995b) . As a result. some 35 members of the Leonid stream were photographed from two or more sites, which enabled us to compute Leonid orbits of particles in the outburst component. Here, 30 precise trajectories and the average orbit are presented. A more complete analysis including multi-station intensified video observations of the Leonid stream will be published elsewhere. 23 -t + t the visual magnitude. beginning and end height of the photographed meteor trajectory, geocentric velocity and radiant position, and the largest angles between any set of two planes fitted through meteor path and observing station. Images from the Spain network have serial numbers starting with "952". while the results from the California network carry numbers starting with " 9 5 3 " All radiant positions are given for equinox J2000.0. Error estimates are only given f o r meteors with three or more components. Seven Leonids were too faint to obtain reliable values for the pre-atmospheric entry velocity V inf and for these meteors no orbital elements could be computed. However, the trajectory information results in an accurate radiant position even after allowing for attraction with an adopted V inf In order to show the intrinsic distribution of the direction vectors of the meteors. we allowed for a correction for daily drift of the radiant due to the changing orientation of the Earth's velocity vector. Hence. the positions were corrected for the radiant drift and normalized to November 18, 0 h UT, using the daily motion in right ascension of +0.99 o day -1 ' and in declination -0.36 o day -1 . Jenniskens. 1988 ). Seven of the 24 remaining radiant positions cluster around RA = 153.63 ± 0.11 and DEC = + 21.97 ± 0.03 (J2000.0). They are spread over the entire episode of outburst activity. Apart from this small subgroup. other Leonid radiants are dispersed within a few degrees, which is also typically found for annual Perseid meteors. There is no evidence for sub-radiants or structure in the dispersed component.
Orbital elements could be computed for 23 bright Leonids, which increases the number of known Leonid orbits by a factor of two. Table 2 lists the mean values of the orbital elements that follow from the data in Table 1 . A distinction is made between the cluster of seven meteors and the other more dispersed meteors. 
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Discussion
The IAU photographic database (Lindblad, 1987 (Lindblad, , 1992 contains 24 Leonid meteor orbits from the period 1938-1980. The positions from the IAU database were transferred to 2000.0 coordinates and the same radiant drift correction was applied. The data are shown in Fig. 2 . When comparing the orbital elements of the annual component with the IAU database mean values (Table 2) , no significant differences are evident, which gives confidence in the reduction procedure. Some of the Leonids in the IAU database were obtained in 1965 and 1966. It seems, however, that none of the meteors were obtained during the Leonid storm of 1966. A few meteors may have been part of the broad 1965 outburst. Again, we examined these data for a possible radiant clustering as we found from the 1995 data, but do not find a radiant as compact. We suspect that the given radiant positions are not precise enough to reveal the intrinsic dispersion in those past Leonid data. It is unlikely that the large dispersion of radiants is indicative of high ejection velocities as proposed by Wu and Williams (1996) . In fact, the small dispersion of the present orbital elements argues against a model with high A cautionary note needs to be made, however. In all likelihood, the cluster of seven meteors is associated with the meteor outburst component. The small dispersion in radiant position is probably related to the smaller dispersion in the descending node of the outburst particles. The more dispersed radiant of all other meteors is then assumed to be due to the annual Leonid component. However, with a peak outburst rate of 32 ± 5 we would have expected to have photographed outburst versus annual Leonids in a ratio of 5 : 3. Hence, some of the more dispersed Leonids may well be part of the outburst component and the true dispersion may be somewhat larger than indicated.
Conclusions
We have provided orbital elements of the dust component that is responsible for the 1995 Leonid meteor outburst. The distribution of radiant positions shows a compact cluster. These are the first precisely reduced meteor orbits that can confidently be associated with any outburst of the Leonid stream. The result puts strong constraints on existing models of the Leonid meteor stream and argues for smaller ejection velocities than currently adopted.
